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ABSTRACT  In this paper, we firstly exploit the inter-user interference (IUI) and inter-cell interference (ICI) as useful references to 
develop a robust transceiver design based on interference alignment for a downlink multi-user multi-cell multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) interference network under channel estimation error. At transmitters, we propose a two-tier transmit 
beamforming strategy, we first achieve the inner beamforming direction and allocated power by minimizing the interference leakage 
as well as maximizing the system energy efficiency, respectively. Then, for the outer beamformer design, we develop an efficient 
conjugate gradient Grassmann manifold subspace tracking algorithm to minimize the distances between the subspace spanned by 
interference and the interference subspace in the time varying channel. At receivers, we propose a practical interference alignment 
based on fast and robust fast data projection method (FDPM) subspace tracking algorithm, to achieve the receive beamformer under 
channel uncertainty. Numerical results show that our proposed robust transceiver design achieves better performance compared with 
some existing methods in terms of the sum rate and the energy efficiency. 
INDEX TERMS  Multi-user Multi-cell MIMO, robust transceiver design, interference exploitation, interference alignment, energy 
efficiency, channel uncertainty.  
 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The fifth-generation (5G) technology is a potential technology 
to improve networks performance for amount of mobile users 
in wireless multi-cell networks. However, the improvement of 
the capacity and energy efficiency in wireless networks are 
limited by generated interference. Hence, the literature [1] [2] 
studied that interference exploitation (advanced interference 
aware techniques) is potential way to improve the achievable 
quality, the reliability, as well as the security of wireless 
networks, instead of mitigating interference. Moreover, it 
indicated that beamforming based on interference-aware 
techniques can enhance the sum rate and energy efficiency 
through exploring such inter-user interference (IUI) and 
inter-cell interference (ICI) in 5G wireless systems [2] [3]. 
Beamforming based on interference-aware techniques has 
recently been formulated to control the interference in various 
works, e.g. [3]–[7], to improve the performance of networks. 
In multi-cell networks, an interference aware-coordinated 
beamforming design in [3] was developed to control both the 
inter-user interference and inter-cell interference well. 
Moreover, recent works have concentrated on multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) technology based on interference 
alignment in multi-cell multi-user interfering broadcast 
channels [5]–[7]. A downlink beamforming and pilot 
contamination precoding transmission scheme was developed 
in [5] to mitigate the IUI and ICI with cooperation between 
cells using a non-iterative closed-form approach. The 
authors in [6] considered the partially channel state 
information (CSI) situation in MIMO interfering channels 
when designed interference-aware beamforming model. 
Moreover, the authors in [7] investigated the energy 
efficiency (EE) maximization based on interference 
alignment for MIMO interfering broadcast channels. 
It seems that the above beamforming schemes [2]–[7] can 
mitigate interferences well in multi-user multi-cell MIMO 
interfering broadcast channels. However, the performance of 
the above beamforming schemes may be limited in frequency 
division duplexing (FDD) scenarios, and the CSI feedback 
overhead for the downlink mobile users in massive FDD 
multi-user networks can be overwhelming. Therefore, 
two-stage beamforming schemes for the MIMO networks 
were proposed in [8]–[12] recently, which mainly have two 
steps: an outer beamformer as well as an inner beamformer. 
References [8] and [9] developed two-stage “hybrid” 
beamforming schemes in MIMO systems and achieved 
available performance, but these two methods have 
correspondingly large number of beamforming chains which 
may be too power consuming or expensive. Chen and Lau in 
[10] proposed an outer beamformer design with subspace 
alignments by minimizing the sum inter-group interference 
power from other groups and minus the weighted all desired 
group signal power. Nam et al. in [11] developed a two-stage 
downlink opportunistic beamforming through the user 
grouping in the FDD large-system regime (both antennas as 
well as users growing large). Moreover, the authors in [12] 
modeled a two-stage beamforming framework based on 
signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR), and transformed 
the problem as a trace quotient problem, which aims to 
enhance significant sum rate gain compared with some 
existing algorithms. However, it is necessary to note that the 
above schemes [2]–[12] assumed the perfect CSI in the 
systems. Due to the dynamic nature of wireless 
communication environment in cellular networks, information 
uncertainties naturally occur so that the assumption of perfect 
CSI may not be practical [13] in MIMO networks.  
For the cases of CSI uncertainty, robust versions of 
beamforming optimization for interference mitigation and 
management (robust interference alignment (IA) algorithms) 
models have been studied in [14]–[21] recently. Masouros et 
al. in [16] proposed a robust beamforming scheme to deal with 
imperfect CSI, which also reduces the transmit power 
compared with conventional techniques, while satisfying the 
required QoS. In [17], a robust IA scheme has been proposed 
for MIMO interference channel, where only the interference 
signals spills outside the interference subspace are minimized 
by using a semidefinite programming (SDP) with high 
computational complexity. Then, authors in [18] developed a 
new robust interference subspace beamformer to minimize the 
interference leakage as well as the desired signal leakage 
against channel uncertainties. An outage-based robust 
beamforming scheme for MIMO interference channels was 
developed in [19] to enhance the sum rate under imperfect CSI. 
An optimal assignment beamforming scheme was developed 
[20] in multi-user interference downlink channel by applying a 
gradient descent method to migrate both ICI and IUI, where it 
requires only partial CSI at the transmitter. Guiazon et al. in 
[21] aimed to derive an achievable capacity lower bound for 
IA and achieve the degree-of-freedom (DoF) of an 
interference channel with bounded errors. However, the 
computational complexity for the above beamfoming 
algorithms scales quickly with the increase number of transmit 
antenna so low complexity beamforming schemes are needed 
to be developed for MIMO systems. Moreover, these 
two-stage beamforming schemes or beamforming based on IA 
frameworks aim to design transmit or receive beamforming 
vectors to migrate the interference at the mobile users’ 
receivers without taking into account energy efficiency (or 
greenness), which is a growing key issue in the 
telecommunication industry [22]. Most two-stage 
beamforming schemes aimed at the minimization of 
interference without subject to suppressing interference to 
satisfy minimum SLNR constraints, when design the inner or 
outer beamformer. 
In this paper, we firstly design a robust transceiver for 
multi-user multi-cell MIMO interference networks with 
channel uncertainties by applying the interference alignment 
and subspace tracking algorithms. For clarity, the main 
novelty and contributions of our paper can be summarized:  
1) Differing from [10] and [12], this paper exploit interference 
to formulate a robust two-tier transmit and receive 
beamforming scheme for a downlink multi-user multi-cell 
MIMO interference network with imperfect CSI, which 
designs effective beamformer and power allocation to improve 
the achievable rate and energy efficiency. 
2) We develop a novel two-tier transmit beamformer strategy 
to achieve inner and outer beaformaning matrices. For the 
inner beamformer, the beamforming direction and energy- 
efficient allocated power allocation is achieved by minimizing 
the IUI. Then, we design a modified set-membership 
conjugate gradient Grassmann manifold subspace tracking 
algorithm to achieve the outer beamforming matrix by 
minimizing ICI in the time varying MIMO interference 
channels. 
3) For the negative effect of channel error on the design of 
receive beamforming matrix, we present a practical 
interference alignment based on fast and stable data projection 
method (FDPM) subspace tracking algorithms, to achieve the 
receive beamforming vector effectively with a simple change 
of the step size parameter. The robust minor subspace tracking 
achieves the orthonormality of the tracked subspace.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
we describe the system model, and formulate the problem 
optimization framework. Section III presents the robust 
solutions to achieve the inner beamforming direction, 
energy-efficient allocated power, and out beamformer under 
the channel uncertainty model. In Section IV, we derive an 
efficient IA based on stable subspace tracking algorithm to 
achieve receive beamformer. The numerical simulations 
analysis is shown in the Section V. Finally, Section VI 
concludes the paper. 
The following notations are applied in the paper. ( )T⋅  and 
( )
H
⋅  denotes the matrix transpose and conjugate transpose, 
M N×I denotes an M N×  identity matrix; {}E ⋅  means the 
expectation operator. Tr( )A  is the trace of a square matrix 
A . || ||A  means the Frobenius norm, respectively. Symbol 
( )f∇ ⋅  denotes the gradient process of the function. 
 
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
A. System Model 
 
FIGURE 1. System model. 
Consider a cellular downlink multi-user multi-cell MIMO 
network consisting of B  cells with K  mobile users being 
in each cell, shown in Fig 1, where each cell only has a base 
station (BS), and each BS is equipped with M  transmission 
antennas, and each mobile user has N  receive antennas. 
Note that, we consider that the K  mobile users are all at the 
edge boundary of cells, and they will suffer the ICI from other 
adjacent cells. The downlink channel between the  thb′ BS to 
the user k  in the  thb cell is denoted by ×b N Mkb
′ ∈H C . We 
set the inner beamforming matrices for the mobile user k  in 
cell b  as ×b kbm dkb ∈V C , where kbd  denote the number of 
data streams transmit for the mobile user k  in cell b , and 
the parameter bm  decides the subspace dimension for 
inter-user spatial multiplexing. The outer beamforming matrix 
for the cell b  is × bM mb ∈F C , kbU  denotes the receiver 
shaping matrix to the received signal at the  thk  receiver. 
Then, the  thk  user in the cell b  linearly process their own 
received signal to obtain 
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where kbdkb∈s C  is the symbol transmitted at the  thb BS to 
the user k , the second and third terms in (1) are the inter-user 
and inter-cell interference, respectively. 2~(0, )
kkb d
δn I  denote 
the additive complex Gaussian noise with the noise power 2δ . 
Note that the beamforming matrix should satisfy a maximum 
transmission power constraint in the BS given by 
1 1Tr( ) Tr( )
K KH H H
b kb kb b kb kb Tk k P= == ≤∑ ∑F V V F V V  when we assume that 
b
H
b b m=F F I . 
In the time-varying channel model, the small time scale 
channel variation bkb
′H can be applied by the widely used 
Gauss–Markov channel model [23], given by  
 
2( ) ( 1) 1 ( )b b bkb kb kbt t tα α
′ ′ ′
= − + −H H G         (2) 
where 0 (2 )dJ fα pi= Ω  is the coefficient model of the channel 
coefficient between the transmitter at the BS b  and the user 
k , 0 ( )J ⋅  is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. 
df  is the maximum Doppler frequency shift, and Ω  is the 
symbol period. vec( ( ))~(0, )bkb M Nt
′
×G I , ( )
b
kb t
′G and (0)bkb
′H  
are both independent. 
The received signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR) at 
the user k  in the  thb cell can be given as 
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In real scenarios, imperfect CSI should be taken into 
account which brings channel estimation error into the system. 
For the  thk user in the cell b , to model estimation 
inaccuracies, e.g., the underlying channel uncertainty bkb∆H . 
Then, the channel matrix bkbH  and norm-bounded channel 
uncertainty bkb∆H  can be given as 
 
{ } |Tr{ }
b b b
kb kb kb
b b b b H
kb kb kb kb kbε
= +∆
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H H H
H H H
⌢
G
          (4) 
where bkbH
⌢
 is the estimated channel, which can be known at 
the BS transmitter, and kbε is the radius of the channel 
uncertainty region. The above norm-bounded uncertainty 
model results in the worst-case situation that ensure the 
corresponding interference migration scheme is protected for 
each realization of the channel uncertain portion of the 
interference channels. Hence, the performance of the robust 
algorithm based on this uncertainty model will provides 
benchmark performance.  
Note that bkb∆H  is not correlated with the accurate channel 
matrix bkbH . In practice, the radius as well as the shape of the 
above uncertainty region depends on the second-order 
estimated channel error statistics. If bkb∆H  is assumed zero 
mean and covariance matrix  2E{ }
k
b b H
kb kb e dδ∆ ∆ =H H I , the 
radius of the channel uncertainty is modeled as 22kb eε τδ= , 
where 0τ >  [24], For simplicity, we make equal channel 
estimation error variance assumption 2 2 2 21 1, , , ,b Kb b KBδ δ δ δ′= = =… …  
2
eδ= . If  2E{ } kb b Hkb kb e dδ∆ ∆ ≠H H I , Then, the channel uncert- 
ainty region is also set as the ellipsoid uncertainty region, such 
as  1  { |Tr{ (E( )) } }b b b b b H b Hkb kb kb kb kb kb kbε
−
= ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ≤H H H H HG  [24]. 
Based on the error model (4), the robust SLNR of the 
 thk user becomes a function of the estimated channel and the 
random errors, which is expressed 
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B. Problem Formulation  
In order to mitigate the cross-tier and co-tier interferences 
from other cells in the transmissions, before developing the 
optimization problem, we give the definition of interference 
leakage firstly. Each cell b computes the total leakage of 
interference (LIF) to other unserving users or cells showing 
the amount of generated or misaligned interference when it 
transmits data streams to the user k  in its cell b , which is 
expressed by 
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  (6) 
From (6), the transmit beamforming can be considered to 
minimize the total leakage of interference of each cell while 
maintaining the required SLNR of each user at a certain level. 
In order to achieve both the inner beamforming vector kbV  
and outer beamforming matrix bF , we can divide the LIF 
minimization problem into two sub-problems (P1.1 and P1.2). 
For the sub-problems P1.1, we can obtain kbV  by 
minimizing the inter-user interference leakage when bF  is 
fixed. For the sub-problems P1.2, we can get bF by 
minimizing the inter-cell interference leakage when kbV  is 
fixed. 
Then, the sub-problems P1.1 can be formulated as  
1 , , 1
 min ( )
. .  , 1, ,
b Kb
K
b b
jb jb b kb
k
kb kbs t k Kγ γ
=
+∆
≥ =
∑
V V
P1.1 H H F V
⌢
⌢
…
…
          (7) 
where kbγ  denotes the minimum SLNR requirement of the 
 thk user in the cell b . 
In addition, the sub-problems P1.2 is expressed as 
2
1 1
  min ( )
. . 
b
b
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H
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      (8) 
For the  thk  user in the cell b , applying the receiver 
shaping matrix HkbU , the total undesired interference signal 
received from the inter-user interference from other users in 
the same cell b  and inter-cell interference from the other 
cells as follows 
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(9) 
Then, the robust interference minimization problem for the 
mobile user k  in the cell b  can be expressed as 
 
2  min  
subject to  =
kb
b
kb
H
kb kb d
I
U
P
U U I
              (10) 
The next two sections will present robust solutions to 
achieve two-tier transmit beamformer (details shown in 
section III by solving P1.1 and P1.2 and receive beamformer 
(details shown in section IV by solving P2). 
 
III. ROBUST SOLUTIUONS FOR TWO-TIER TRANSMIT 
BEAMFORMER 
 
In this section, we will design robust schemes to achieve 
both inner and outer beamformers under channel errors, First, 
given the estimated channel bkbH
⌢
 at transmitter, the objective 
function in P1 is obtained by the random error into account, 
then, the uncertain values in P1 can be achieved by 
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where the step (a) can be got from the independence between 
the estimated channel bkbH
⌢
 and bkb∆H , and consequently 
yielding  0b H bkb kb∆ =H H
⌢
 and  0b b Hkb kb∆ =H H
⌢
. 
Similarly, we can get the following equations 
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For the above analysis for channel error model, the robust  
 
 
LIF minimization two sub-problems P1.1 and P1.2 can be 
expressed as 
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From (13), the inner beamforming vectors kbV  can be 
achieved through solving P1.1 with only needs the local CSI 
from the BS and its serving mobile users when bF is fixed; 
the outer beamforming matrix bF  can be obtained by solving 
P1.2 which only requires the channel statistic cross cells when 
kbV  is fixed. Finally, we can obtain the optimal kbV and 
bF through applying a distributed iterative algorithm.  
 
A. Inner Beamformer Design with SLNR constraints 
Without loss of generality, we aim to reformulate P1.1 as a 
convex problem. The objective function in P1.1 is obviously a 
convex function for the beamforming vectors kbV . A trick from 
is applied to get the hidden convexity of SLNR constraints, 
kb kbγ γ≥ . We note that all the values (such as 2⋅ ) in the 
SLNRs in (5) are real valued and positive. the constraint 
SLNR kb kbγ γ≥  can be rewritten as (14), as shown at the top 
of the next page. 
Clearly, the reformulated SLNR constraint in (13) is a 
second-order constraint, which is a convex constraint [25]. 
Hence, optimization theory can provide some important 
properties for the above reformulated convex problem; we 
apply Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions and Lagrange 
dual decomposition method (LDDM) optimization to solve the 
reformulated convex problem. Hence, the corresponding 
Lagrangian function of P1.1 can be expressed as (15), where 
kbλ  is the non-negative Lagrangian multiplier for the 
 thk user SLNR constraint in the cell b . The dual function is 
1 , , 1[ ] arg min
K
b Kb kk λ== ∑V V… ,  and the duality implies equals 
the total LIF  at the optimal solution. 
Then, using the following definition for differentiation of 
1 , , 1 , ,( , )kb b Kb b Kbλ λV V… …L  with respect to kbV ,
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Equating ( , )kb kb kb kbλ∂ ∂V VL  to zero, we can get that 
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Transforming into an eigenvalue problem by multiplying 
both sides of (17) with SI SI 2  ( ( )(H H b H bKj kkb kb b b jb jb jbδ λ≠∑+ +H H F F H H
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(18) 
From (18), due to 2( )kb kb kb b kb kbλ δ γ+∆H H F V
⌢
 is a scalar when 
the mobile user is equipped with a single receive antenna and 
the number of the data streams is 1, kbV  should be parallel to 
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   (19) 
where kbp  is the beamforming power, and 
*
kbV
ɶ  denotes the 
unit-norm optimal beamforming direction for the user k  in 
the cell b . The beamforming powers of all users can be 
achieved through noting that the SLNR constraints in (13) hold 
with the equality at the optimal solution. This implies 
 2 * *  Tr{( ) } Tr{(
k
Kb H b H H b H b
kb kb kb e b kb kb b kb kb jbd jbj k
p pδ γ ≠+ −∑H H I F V V F H H
⌢ ⌢ ⌢ ⌢
ɶ ɶ
 2 * * 22 ) }
k
b H b H H
ib ib e b kd b kb bδ δ′ ′+ + =H H I F V V F
⌢ ⌢
ɶ ɶ for 1, ,k K= …  in all 
cells. For we have computed the beamforming directions, we 
can achieve the beamforming power of the user k  in the cell 
b  as 
 
( ){ }(
( ){ })
2  2 * *
1
  2 * *
= Tr
Tr 2
k
k
b H b H H
kb kb kb e b kb kb b kb
K b H b b H b H H
jb jb ib ib e b k
d
d b kb bj k
p δ δ γ
δ
−
′ ′≠
+
− + +∑
H H I F V V F
H H H H I F V V F
⌢ ⌢
ɶ ɶ
⌢ ⌢ ⌢ ⌢
ɶ ɶ
(20) 
Since we combine (19) and (20), we can get optimal 
beamforming vectors and powers with a function of Lagrange 
multipliers 1 , ,b Kbλ λ…  in each cell b . The Lagrange multip- 
liers kbλ  can be achieved by applying the convex 
optimization or a fixed-point equations. 
 
B. Energy-Efficient Power Allocation  
For the above subsection, we compute the beamforming 
power kbp  in (20) which minimizes the inter-user 
interference leakage to other users in the same cell while 
guarantee the SLNR constraints. However, these are not the 
energy efficient power value. Energy efficiency issue is an 
important issue in current wireless communications, and in 
this subsection, the energy-efficient beamforming power 
allocation problem in interference minimization based MIMO 
networks is analyzed, and the power allocation algorithms 
aiming at maximizing the energy efficiency of the MIMO 
network are designed.   
The energy efficiency of the cell b  is defined as the sum 
rate to the power consumption [7], which is 
( ) ( )( )
( )( )
total
* 2 1
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b b b
b b b
K b b
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−
−
−
−
=
=
=
+ + ∆
=
+ +
∑
∑
P P
P P
P P
I H H F V J
⌢
ɶ
     (21) 
where 1=[ , , ,]b Kbb P PP …  is the power allocation strategy 
response of the cell b  given the other cells’ power allocation 
strategies b−P . bR  and 
total
bP  are the sum rate and total 
power consumption in the cell b . ρ  denote the reciprocal 
efficiency of the power amplifier; 
c
kbP  is the circuit power 
consumed at every transmit antennas consisting of the duplex- 
ers, bandpass filters, and other radio-frequency circuits; and 
o
bP  is the power consumption at the BS b . 
1
kb
−
J is the interf- 
erence plus noise covariance matrix of the user k in the cell b  
1 * 2 * 2 2
1
| ( ) | | ( ) |
B K
K b b b b
kb jb jb jb b jb ib kb kb b ib Nj k
b b i
P P δ′ ′− ′ ′ ′≠
′≠ =
= + ∆ + + ∆ +∑ ∑∑J H H F V H H F V I
⌢ ⌢
ɶ ɶ . 
The optimization problem in (21) is well-known as NP-hard 
problems, so it is difficult to directly derive the global optimal 
solutions and the fractional objective makes it even more 
complicated. Therefore, we commit to many effective 
schemes to solve the problem in this section. 
The objective function defined in (21) is non-convex, but 
we can transform it into a concave function by applying the 
nonlinear fractional programming proposed in [26]. Then, the 
fractional programming in (21) can be transmitted with the 
following problem 
 
( ) ( )total* *max , Q ,
. .  ,  1, or  
b b b b bb b
kb kb kbkb
R P
s t k P pγ γ
− −
−
≥ ∀ = ≥
P P P P
⌢           (22) 
where kbp  is the beamforming power by minimizing the 
inference leakage under SLNR constraint in (20), *Qb  is 
the maximum EE of (21) with the optimal power allocation 
strategy *bP . Then, we can obtain the following equivalence 
 
( ) ( )total* * * *Q Q , Q , 0b b b b b b bb bR P− −= ⇔ − =P P P P     (23) 
Theorem 1: The maximum EE *Qb  is achieved if and only if 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )total total* * * * * *max , Q , , Q , 0b b b b b b b b b b b bb bR P R P− − − −− = − =P P P P P P P P
for *( , ) 0b b bR − ≥P P  and total *( , ) 0b bbP − >P P . 
Proof: The optimal EE *Qb  can be expressed as 
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
*
total* *
total total*
total* * *
, ,
Q , Q , 0
, ,
     & , Q , 0.
b b b b bb
b b b b bb b b
b b bb b b
b b b b b bb
R R
R P
P P
R P
− −
−
− −
− −
= ≥ ⇒ − ≤
− =
P P P P
P P P P
P P P P
P P P P
  
Hence, we conclude that total*max ( , ) Q ( , ) 0b b b bb b bR P− −− =P P P P , 
and it is obtained by giving the UEs’ strategies *{ , }b b−P P . 
Theorem 2: The convergence implication of the Theorem 1. 
Proof: For any feasible power control policies *{ , }b b−P P , we 
can achieve the following inequality total*( , ) Q ( , )b b b bb b bR P− −−P P P P  ( ) ( )total* * *, Q , =0b b b b b bbR P− −≤ −P P P P . 
The preceding inequality implies 
( )
( )
( )
( )
*
* *
total total *
, ,
,   =
, ,
b b b b bb
b b
b b bb b b
R R
Q Q
P P
− −
− −
≤
P P P P
P P P P
       
In other words, the optimal power control policy for the cell 
b : *{ , }b b−P P  is the optimal strategy for the original objective 
function. The proof of the converse issue of the Theorem 1 is 
completed. 
The proposed energy-efficient power allocation is 
summarized in Algorithm 1. l  is the iteration index, L  
denote the maximum number of iterations, and ς  is the 
maximum tolerance.  
 
 
 
1: Initialize 0l= , (0)b =P 0 , and 
210ς −= . 
2: For 1b=  to B  do 
3:  For 1l =  to L  do 
4:  Solve (21) for a given Q ( 1)b l −  and obtain ( )b lP . 
5:   If total( ( ), ) Q ( ( ), )b b bb b b bR l P l ς− −− ≤P P P P  and ( )kb kbP l p≥ , k∀ . 
6:    Then * ( )b b l=P P and 
* * total *
Q ( ( ), ) ( ( ), )b b b b b b bR l P l− −= P P P P . 
7:    Break 
8:    Else 
9:    totalQ ( ) ( ( ), ) ( ( ), )b b b b b b bl R l P l− −= P P P P  and 1l l= + . 
10:   End if 
11:  End For 
12: End For 
 
 
C. Outer Beamformer Design with Subspace Tracking 
Algorithm  
 
One key challenge in supporting high quality and high rate 
multimedia service to moving users is getting accurate CSI 
quickly, but perfect CSI can never be known actually by 
receivers under moving users or fast time varying channel 
environment between cells. Therefore, it is important to 
develop adaptive outer beamformer tracking algorithm for 
MIMO networks. 
Therefore, we develop an adaptive tacking algorithm for 
archiving the beamforming matrixes for the problem P1.2 
 
2
1
inter-cell interference leakage
( )
B K
b b H
b ib ib b b b b
b b i
LIF ′ ′
′≠ =
= +∆ =∑∑ H H F F Φ F
⌢

       (24) 
where  
1 1
( ) ( )
B K B K
b b H b b b H b
b ib ib ib ib b ib ib
b b i b b i
′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
′ ′≠ = ≠ =
= +∆ +∆ =∑∑ ∑∑Φ H H H H Φ H H
⌢ ⌢ ⌢ ⌢
 
2( 1)
ke d
BK δ+ − I . 
From (24), in order to compute the optimal outer 
beamforming vector *bF  for the problem P1.2 is to find the 
smallest eigenvalue corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues 
of the channel covariance matrix according the Theorem 1 in 
[10] . bΦ  in an adaptive manager when minimize the total 
interference leakage. Note that bΦ  is a Hermitian matrix 
where its eigenvectors are orthonormal. Therefore, based on 
the Courant–Fischer theorem, the optimal outer beamforming 
vector *bF  to the smallest eigenvalues is obtained by 
minimizing the following Rayleigh quotient 
 
*
* = arg  min  
b
H
b b b
b H
b bF
F Φ F
F
F F
             (25) 
Then, the Rayleigh quotient function for these Fourier 
transformation of the channel covariance matrix bΦ  can be 
written as 
( ) Hb b bb H
b b
J =−
F Φ F
F
F F
              (26) 
The above Rayleigh quotient minimization issue can be 
handled adaptively by applying Newton method or gradient 
descent method. Among amount of descent methods, we adopt 
the conjugate gradient (CG) descent, which is suitable for 
Hermitian bΦ , this does not require the matrix inversion 
applying the Newton method, and this scheme shows fast 
convergence. 
In order to update bF , we can apply steepest gradient 
method to weight vector regarding the objective function ( )bJ F , which should be retracted to the Grassmann manifold. 
Then, the tangent vector on the above Grassmann manifold is 
written by 
 
         ( ) ( )k
H
b d b b bJ= − ∇Ξ I F F F              (27) 
Applying the above tangent vector, the solution achieved at 
each step of the above alternating minimization approach in 
(26), which aims to maximize the interference signal power 
leakage in (24), which is moved bF  along the following 
geodesic on the Grassmann manifold based on the steepest 
descent direction, namely 
 
( ) cos( ) sin( )
H H
b bτ τ τ= +F F R Σ R Λ Σ R      (28) 
where HτΛΣ R  is the compact singular decomposition of the 
tangent vector bΞ  at the step size τ . 
However, maximizing ( )bJ F  along the geodesic given by 
( )bJ∇ F , may slow down the scheme convergence because of 
an alternation of those competing maximum-norm vectors 
from each iteration to each iteration. In order to reduce the 
complexity of the cost function, the conjugate search direction 
can be the combination of the old conjugate search direction 
as well as the new gradient, given by 
 
 ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )b b bl l l lϖ+ = +Θ Ξ Θɶ            (29) 
( )lϖ  can be got via the Polak Ribiére conjugacy formula [27], 
Algorithm 1: Iterative Energy-efficient Power Allocation Algorithm 
which is the previous and new conjugate search direction, and 
it should be conjugate to the Hessian of ( )bJ F , given by 
 
( )( )
( )
tr ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
( )
tr ( ) ( )
H
b b b
H
b b
l l l
l
l l
ϖ
+ − +
=
Ξ Ξ Ξ
Ξ Ξ
ɶ
         (30) 
where ( )b lΞ
ɶ  is the parallel translation ( )b lΞ  in the same 
way of ( )b lΘ . The parallel translation should keep all the 
directions within the conjugate tangent space at every iteration. 
The formula for obtaining ( )b l∆Ξ  and ( )b lΞɶ  is 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( ) sin( ) cos( )
( ) ( ) ( ) sin( ) cos( )) ( )
H
b b
H
b b b b
l l
l l l l
τ τ
τ τ
= + Σ
= − + −
Θ F R Σ Λ Σ R
Ξ Ξ F R Σ Λ(I Σ Λ Ξ
ɶ
ɶ
 (31) 
The design of outer beamforming matrices for the cell b  is 
concluded in the Algorithm 2.  
 
 
 
1: Initialize 0l= , τ , ( )lϖ  and start with arbitrary beamforming 
matrix (0)bF , 1, ,b B∀ = …  such that (0) (0) bHb b m=F F I . Set 
(0) ( (0) (0)) ( (0))b
H
b d b b bJ= − ∇Ξ I F F F , (0)= (0)b bΞ Ξɶ . 
2: For 1, ,l L= …  iteration 
2.1: Compute the Rayleigh quotient function for each cell. 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H H Hb b b b b bJ l l l l l=−F F Φ F F F  
2.2: Compute the compact decomposition of ( )b l∆Ξ : HτΛΣ R . 
2.3: Compute the geodesic on the Grassmann manifold  
( ) cos( ) sin( )H Hb bτ τ τ= +F F R Σ R Λ Σ R  
2.4: Backtracking-Armijo step size (τ ) search  
2.4.1: Given ( )b τF  in a descended direction ( )b nΘ
?
, set (0,0.5)κ∈ , 
1υ>  
2.4.2: Backtracking: while 
 ( ( )) ( ( )) tr(( ( ( ))) ( ))Tb b b bJ J l J l lτ κτ> + ∇F F F Θ
?
, /τ τ υ= . 
2.4.3: Armijo: while ( ( )) ( ( )) tr(( ( ( ))) ( ))Tb b b bJ J n J n nτ κτ≤ + ∇F F F Θ
?
  
and ( ( )) ( ( )) tr(( ( ( ))) ( ))Tb b b bJ J l J l lυτ κυτ≤ + ∇F F F Θ
?
, τ υτ= .  
2.5: Update the subspace ( 1) ( )b bl τ+ =F F . 
2.6: Compute ( 1)b l +Θɶ  by projecting the gradient algorithm on the 
horizontal space at ( 1)b l+F  
( ( 1) ( 1)) ( ( 1))k
H
b d b b bl l J l= − + + ∇ +Ξ I F F F  
2.7: Parallel transport the tangent vectors ( 1)b l +Θɶ  and ( )b lΞ  ( )
( )
( ) ( ) sin( ) cos( )
(n) ( ) ( ) sin( ) cos( )) ( )
H
b b
H
b b b b
l l
l l l
τ τ
τ τ
= + Σ
= − + −
Θ F R Σ Λ Σ R
Ξ Ξ F R Σ Λ(I Σ Λ Ξ
ɶ
ɶ
 
2.8: Compute the new tangent vector direction for next search as 
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )b b bl l l lϖ+ = +Θ Ξ Θɶ  
where ( ) tr(( ( 1) ( )) ( 1)) tr( ( ) ( ))H Hb b b b bl l l l l lϖ = + − +Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξɶ . 
3: Set 1l l= + , Repeat 2.3–2.9 until convergence. 
 
 
 
For the above discussed CGGM Algorithm, the beamformer 
vectors *kbV  and bF  should be updated at each time instant 
due to the time-varying channel, which leads to a high 
computational process when the mobile users or transmission 
and receive antennas is large. Differently from the CGGM 
algorithms, SM-based techniques apply a check block with a 
defined bound. According to (19) and (25), both the optimal 
inner and outer beamforming vectors are related to the channel 
covariance matrix, so we can set the defined bound based on 
the deviation between the previous channel covariance matrix 
and the current channel covariance matrix E{( ( ) ( 1))b bkb kbt t− −Φ Φ  
( ( ) ( 1)) }b b Hkb kbt t− −Φ Φ  and E{( ( ) ( 1)) ( ( ) ( 1)) }
H
b b b bt t t t− − × − −Φ Φ Φ Φ . 
The SM technique usually has the following two steps: (1) 
information evaluation, and (2) parameter update. If the 
deviation between the previous and current channel 
covariance matrix are not changed largely, the bemaforming 
vector don’t need to update frequently so that the step does not 
need much complexity, the system overall complexity will be 
reduced significantly.  
Let bH  denote the set containing the updated outer 
beamforming vector ( )b tF  at time instant t  is upper or 
down the bound given by bΠ  for the cell b , which is 
 
{ }
{ }
update ( ): E ( ( ) ( 1))( ( ) ( 1))
( ) ( 1): E ( ( ) ( 1))( ( ) ( 1))
H
b b b b b b
b H
b b b b b b b
t t t t t
t t t t t t
 
− − − − ≥Π 
= 
= − − − − − <Π  
F Φ Φ Φ Φ
F F Φ Φ Φ Φ
H
           (32) 
The above constrained SM adaptive strategy that will be 
given more details in the following subsection, when we apply 
it to increase the performance of the adaptive CGGM-based 
algorithm. The convergence as well as tracking performance 
will be enhanced due to the variable forgetting factor, whereas 
the system complexity can be reduced because of the 
beamforming vector-selective updates. Note that, due to the 
nature of dynamic wireless communication networks, the 
time-varying bound must be selected appropriately, in order to 
capture the characteristics of the dynamic networks 
environment and to improve the networks performance. The 
set-membership adaptive filtering framework for the CGGM 
IA adaptive algorithm can be concluded in Algorithm 3. 
 
 
 
1:For each time instant 1, ,t T= … . 
2:For each cell 1, ,b B= … . 
3:Giving the bound bΠ . 
4:Compute the deviation 
  { }( ) E ( ( ) ( 1))( ( ) ( 1))Hb b b b bt t t t t∆ = − − − −Φ Φ Φ Φ  
5: If ( )b bt∆ ≥Π  
Solve Rayleigh quotient (25) to obtain ( )b tF  with 
conjugation gradient algorithm based Grassmann manifold by 
using Algorithm 2. 
6: Else  
( ) ( 1)b bt t= −F F  
7: Repeat 3–6 until convergence. 
 
IV. STABLE FDPM-BASED SUBSPACE TRACKING FOR 
RECEIVE BEAMFORMER 
 
Due to the fast varying time channel, robust and low 
computational complexity should be taken into account. We 
will develop a practical IA algorithm based on fast and robust 
fast data projection method (FDPM) subspace tracking 
algorithms to achieve the receive beamforming vector kbU  in 
this section. 
 
Algorithm 2: IA based CGGM Algorithm for Outer Beamformer 
Algorithm 3: Proposed SM–CGGM IA Adaptive Algorithm  
A. The Subspace Tracking 
The subspace tracking tool plays a key role in the matrix 
optimization as well as signal processing, which we have 
already given some discussion in the subsection C of the 
Section III. The problem of the subspace tracking over the 
minimized the interference leakage can be analyzed as follows. 
The observation vectors at each mobile user’ receiver at the 
instant time slot t  can be expressed as  
 
SI
1,
1
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
K
b b b b
kb kb kb b kb kb kb jb jb b jb jb
j j k
B K
b b
kb kb b ib ib kb
b b i
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′≠ =
= +∆ + +∆
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∑
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x H H F V H z H H F V s
H H F V s n
⌢ ⌢
⌢  (33) 
Note: in this process, the transmit beamforming vectors bF , 
kbV , b′F , and ib′V  are fixed. The observation covariance 
matrix can be given as obtained by ( ) E{ ( ) ( )}Hkb kb kbt t t=Q x x . 
The minor subspaces of ( )kb tQ  are defined: the subspaces 
spanned by the minor eigenvectors of ( )kb tQ  associated to 
the lowest eigenvalues. 
Then, the goal of the developed algorithm is to iteratively 
update the receive beamforming vector ( )kb tU  that minimizes 
the following Rayleigh quotient 
 
( )
Min ( ) ( ) ( )
s.t.  ( ) ( )
kb
k
H
kb kb kb
t
H
kb kb d
t t t
t t =
U
U Q U
U U I
             (34) 
It is easily observed that both the interference minimization 
problems in (33) and (34) are essentially the same objective 
form by minimizing the Rayleigh quotient. By tracking the 
minor subspaces of total interference covariance matrices 
( )kbI t  and ( )kb tQ , we can obtain ( )kb tU , respectively. A 
straightforward way to alive the subspace is to use an SVD on 
the covariance matrix ( )kb tQ , which need 
3( )O M  
operations [28]. However, the FDPM algorithm requires low 
complexity requiring ( )
bm
O d M  operations is utilized in 
minor subspace tracking. 
 
B. The Complex FDPM Algorithm 
The FDPM inherits from the DPM, the overview of DPM 
scheme can be summarized below. The minimization of the 
objective function in (34) can be obtained iteratively applying 
the steepest descent approach. The orthonormal constraint in 
(34) is satisfied by applying the Gram–Schmidt orthonorm- 
alization iteratively. The DPM scheme is given by  
 
( )
( ) ( 1) ( )
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )
( ) Gram-Schmid orthonormalization ( )
H
kb kb kb
H
kb kb kb
kb kb
l l l
l l l l
l l
α
= −
= − +
=
x U x
T U x x
U T
 (35) 
where ( )kb lU  means the tracked subspace at the  thl  
iteration and α  is the step size parameter. Reversing the sign 
of α , it yields a principal ( 0)α >  or minor ( 0)α <  tracking 
algorithm. If we user the Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization, 
the computational complexity of the above scheme is high. In 
order to reduce the complexity, the FDPM algorithm which 
constructs the following orthonormal matrix ( )kb lA  to 
orthonormalize ( )kb lT . This matrix ( )kb lA  is defined as  
 
( ) 12( ) ( ) { ( ) ( )}Hkb kb kb kbl l diag l l −= aA H B B         (36) 
where ( ) ( ) ( )kb kb kbl l l=
aB T H , and ( )kb l
aH  is a complex 
Householder matrix 
 
2
2
( ) ( ) ( )
|| ( )||
k
H
kb dl l l
l
= −
aH I a a
a
          (37) 
where ( ) ( ) || ( )||jkb kbl l e l
θ
= −a x x e , the θ  denotes the phase 
angle of the first element of ( )kb lx  and [1,0, ,0]=e … . 
Consequently, ( )kb lT  is orthonormalized by 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )Hkb kb kb kb kb kbl l l l l l lα= = − +U T A U x x A   (38) 
In fact, the FDPM algorithm and other tracking schemes try 
to develop an orthonormalization matrix ( )kb lA  to satisfy 
the following issue holding true 
 
( ) ( ) (( ) (( ) ( ) ( )
k
H H H
kb kb kb kb kb kb dl l l l l l= =U U A T T A I     (39) 
where ( )2 2(( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) 2 || ( )|| ( ) ( )H H Hkb kb kb kb kbl l l l l l lα α= − − + +T T U U x x x . 
However, due to the time varying channel as well as the 
channel estimation uncertainty, it is hard to guarantee the 
product ( ) ( )
k
H
kb kb dl l =U U I at each instant time slot. Therefore, 
it is important to develop a modified robust FDPM subspace 
tracking algorithm to achieve the receive beamforming 
vectors. 
 
C. Proposed Robust FDPM IA Algorithm 
The FDPM subspace tracking IA algorithm transforms the 
IA problem in MIMO networks into an unconstrained IA 
problem, for a general multi-cell multi-user MIMO 
interference channel and eliminates the IUI as well as ICI 
among users while causing no interference to other serving 
users. The above complex FDPM-based minor subspace 
tracking algorithm is utilized to obtain IA through a training 
period, without any priori knowledge of those interference 
covariance matrices (8). 
Assuming interference alignment is feasible [30], the 
interference alignment is achieved once the beamforming and 
receive combining vectors should satisfy 
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    (40) 
Due to the effect of channel estimation uncertainty, In order 
to analyze the numerical stability, we focus on the deviation of 
( ) ( )Hkb kbl lU U  from the identity matrix. Towards this end, we 
define ( ) ( )
k k
H
kb kb d dl l = +U U I ξ . Where kdξ  denote the 
deviation from the identity matrix 
kd
I . According to the 
literature [29], the fast and robust subspace tracking algorithm 
can be given as at the  thl  iteration 
 
( ) ( 1) ( )
( ) ( 1) ( )
( ) ( ) || ( )|| ( )|| ( )||
( ) ( ) || ( )|| ( ) || ( )||
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) || ( )||
H
kb kb kb
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α
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x U x
z U x
B z x x x
C B B z x
U U C x x
      (41) 
The above FDPM algorithm is numerically stable, more 
details of the proof can be seen in [15]. The design of receive 
beamforming matrices for all users is concluded in the 
Algorithm 4.  
 
 
 
1: Initialization: Initialize random matrices (0)kbU , satisfy 
(0) (0)
k
H
kb kb d=U U I Initial step size: 0 0( 0)α α <  
2: For 1b=  to B  do 
3:  For 1k =  to K  do 
4:   For 1l =  to L  do 
5:    For 1b=  to B  do 
The cell b  transmit the signals for each user k : 
( ) ( ) ( )b kb kbl l lF V s , k∀ . The transmit inner and outer      
beamforming vectors ( )kb lV  and ( )b lF  can be 
obtained based on (18), Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 
and Algorithm 3.  
End for 
6:   The user k  in the cell b  receive the interference 
signals ( )kb lx  according to (33). 
End for 
7:   Compute the initialized vector (0)kbz , (0)kbB  and 
(0)kbC  according to (41). 
8:   Determine step size: β . Backtracking-Armijo step size 
(α ) search.  
8.1:  Given the obstruction vectors ( 1)kb l−x  and ( 1)kb l−x  
8.2:  Backtracking: while ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) || ( 1)||Hkb kb kb kb kbl l l l l> − + − − −U U C x x , 
0 || ( )||kb lβ β= x . 
8.3:  Armijo: while ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) || ( 1)||Hkb kb kb kb kbl l l l l≤ − + − − −U U C x x  , 
0 || ( )||kb lβ β= − x .  
8.4:  Update the receive vector ( )kb lU  based on (41). 
End for 
End for 
9: Output: The postprocessing matrix ( )kb LU  at the user  
k  in the cell b , k∀ , b∀ . 
 
 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this session, we perform some simulations to evaluate the 
performance of our proposed algorithm and compare it with 
some existing algorithms. The compared existing two-tier 
beamforming solutions in multi-user multi-cell MIMO systems 
are following as:  
(1) The scheme in [10] developed an outer beamformer with 
subspace alignments by minimizing the sum inter-group 
interference power from other groups and minus the 
weighted all desired group signal power, and applying a 
low complexity subspace tracking algorithm to achieve the 
beamformer by assuming perfect CSI. 
(2) A two-stage beamforming framework based on SLNR was 
developed in [12], and the authors transformed the 
problem as a trace quotient problem, which aims to 
enhance significant sum rate gain with perfect CSI. 
(3) Our proposed robust two-tier transmit and receive 
beamforming based interference alignment for multi-user 
multi-cell MIMO interference channels with considering 
channel error. 
We set a cellular network with 3B= cells, and each of 
mobile user has two receive antennas. The channel vector for 
every mobile user is independently and the noise power is set 
as 2 1δ = . The circuit power at per antenna is 30dBmcbP = , and 
the basic power consumed at the BS is 40dBmobP = . The 
moving velocity of each mobile user is denoted as v . The 
reciprocal efficiency of the power amplifier ρ at per BS is 
0.39.  
 
A. Performances Versus Transmit Power Constraint 
Fig.2 compares the per cell throughput performance 
achieved by the three algorithms with transmit power 
constraint. Obviously, the algorithm [12] is better to all other 
algorithms. We can see that all the three algorithms ca achieve 
the same spectral efficiency in the small transmit power region, 
especially, the advantage of the method [12] I not obvious in 
the process. However, with the increase of transmit power, the 
method [12] outperforms the other two algorithms, and the 
effective SE of other two algorithms saturates to one certain 
level approximately, this is because the algorithm always try 
to enhance SLNR with higher power for SE maximization, 
while the our proposed algorithm prefers to reduces the 
interference power to others cells, as well as allocate the 
transmit power in order to enhance the overall energy 
efficiency so that it achieves more energy efficiency shown in 
Fig.3 than that in the algorithm [12]. 
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FIGURE 2. The per cell throughput versus transmit power constraint 
when 4K = , 8M = , 0.05ε = , and 5 km/hv = . 
 
Fig. 3 demonstrates the EE performance of our proposed 
algorithm compared with other two algorithms under different 
transmit power constraint per BS. It is observed that the 
proposed algorithm outperforms other two methods in terms 
Algorithm 4: Stable FDPM IA Minor Subspace Tracking Algorithm 
of EE. In the energy efficiency of the proposed algorithm 
obviously outperforms the other algorithms greatly at the 
middle-high transmission power region, namely, from 36 to 
46dBm. This is because our proposed scheme considers 
energy-efficient power allocation and interference migration. 
Moreover, when the transmit power is more than 44dBm, the 
algorithm [10] is better to the algorithm [12]. Because in the 
algorithm [12], the SE gain fails to compensate for the negative 
effect of the energy consumption, leading to a lower energy 
efficiency. Numerical results also indicate that channel error 
causes the performance degradation for other two algorithms in 
terms of EE performance. 
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FIGURE 3. Energy efficiency versus transmit power constraint 
when 4K = , 8M = , 0.05ε = , and 5 km/hv = . 
 
B. Performance Against Channel Errors 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the sum rate per cell and EE 
performance versus the channel estimation error for different 
schemes. We can observe that under the channel uncertainty 
environment, the proposed robust algorithm always obtains 
higher worst case energy efficiency than those of the other two 
algorithms, even the sum rate performance of per cell is little 
fewer than that in the algorithm [12]. Clearly, there is a tradeoff 
between the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency. In 
addition, the performance gap of the performance between our 
proposed scheme and other two solutions become bigger as the 
uncertainty degree increases, which illustrates the proposed 
scheme is more stable against the channel error. This is because 
of the foundation that with considering the channel estimation 
error, then both the two tier transmit and receive beamforming 
vectors are more robust against the channel uncertainty.  
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FIGURE 4. The per cell throughput against CSI uncertainty when 4K = , 
8M = , 5 km/hv =  and 42 dBmTP = . 
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FIGURE 5. Energy efficiency against CSI uncertainty when 4K = , 
8M =  5 km/hv =  and 42 dBmTP = . 
 
C. Performance Versus Mobile Users’ Velocity 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the sum rate per cell and the EE 
performance versus the mobile user speed. The performance 
of the three schemes decrease when the mobile speed 
increases since higher velocity induces faster channel change. 
Especially, the performance of the algorithm [12] is more 
sensitive to the users speed, and its performance degrades 
significantly as 5ms the velocity become large. On the other 
hand, both our proposed scheme and the algorithm [10] are 
robust to mobile users’ velocity. This is because both these 
two methods developed subspace tracking algorithms based 
on gradient method under time-varying channels. Moreover, 
the proposed algorithm performs best due to it apples 
low-complexity tracking scheme so that it is more suitable for 
the time varying channel environments. 
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FIGURE 6. The per cell throughput versus the mobile user mobility under 
4K = , 8M = , 42dBmTP = and 0.05ε = . 
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FIGURE 7. Energy efficiency versus the mobile user mobility under 
4K = , 8M = , 42 dBmTP = and 0.05ε = . 
 
E. Complexity 
Finally, we illustrate the convergence of the proposed 
algorithm and compare it with other schemes, when 4K = , 
8M = , 0.05ε = , 5 km/hv =  and 42 dBmTP = . From Fig. 
10, it can be seen that the distributed algorithm iteratively 
converges to the final point about seven times, while other two 
schemes need the more number of converge iteration, about 
nigh times in [12] and eleven times in [10]. This is because we 
apply low complexity subspace tracking algorithms to achieve 
transmit and receive beamformer with considering the channel 
estimation errors. 
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Fig. 8. The convergence of energy efficiency. 
 
The computational complexity for the three are analyzed in 
this subsection. For our proposed scheme, the computational 
complexity of inter bemaforming vector and energy efficient 
power is 2 2 2 2( )k kO K M d BK M d L+ . The computational 
complexity of the set-membership adaptive filtering 
framework is 2( (2 (2 8 6)))k k kO K d d d+ + + . For the outer 
beamformer, the modified conjugate gradient Grassmann 
manifold subspace tracking algorithm needs 2( ( 1) )k kO Kd d M L+  
computational operations. In this case, the training period of 
stable FDPM-ST IA algorithm needs (( ) )kO M N Kd L+ operations 
for achieving the outer beamformer. To specially mention, the 
total computational complexity of our proposed algorithm is 
related to ( 2 2 2 2( 1) (2 (2 8 6)) ( 1)k k k k k kO K M d B K d d d Kd d M L+ + + + + + +  
)( ) kM N Kd L+ + . The computational complexity of the two-tier 
precoding strategy in [10] requires about 2(2 )bO Kd M L  
operations. Two-stage beamformer design in [12] should need 
about 2(2 )bO Kd M NL  computational operations for the 
iterative training period. Through the above computational 
complexity analysis for the three approaches, we can observe 
that our proposed robust transceiver design needs a little more 
complexity than that of other two approaches, but it is an 
acceptable complexity in multi-user multi-cell networks. In 
addition, the proposed scheme considers more conditions to 
improve the system performance, which has better 
performance than that of other two methods. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we design a robust transceiver design by 
exploiting the IUI and ICI based on interference alignment for 
multi-user multi-cell MIMO interference networks with 
channel uncertainties. The two-tier beamforming scheme tries 
to minimize the interference leakage to other cells or users 
with considering energy efficient power allocation. In 
particular, to decrease the computational complexity for the 
outer beamforming, we develop a modified set-membership 
conjugate gradient Grassmann manifold subspace tracking 
algorithm to achieve the outer beamforming matrix efficiently. 
Then, we propose a practical interference alignment based on 
fast and robust fast data projection method (FDPM) subspace 
tracking algorithm, to achieve the robust receive beamformer 
under channel uncertainty. Numerical results show that our 
proposed robust transceiver design achieves better performance 
compared with some existing methods in terms of the sum rate 
and the energy efficiency. 
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